Northern South America is identified as one of the most vulnerable regions to be affected by climate change. Furthermore, recent extreme wet seasons over the region have induced socioeconomic impacts of wide proportions. Hence, the evaluation of rainfall simulations at seasonal and interannual time scales by the CMIP5 models is urgently required. Here, we evaluated the ability of seven CMIP5 models (selected based on literature review) to represent the seasonal mean precipitation and its interannual variability over northern South America. Our results suggest that it is easier for models to reproduce rainfall distribution during boreal summer and fall over both oceans and land. This is probably due to the fact that during these seasons, incoming radiation and ocean-atmosphere feedbacks over Atlantic and Pacific oceans locate the ITCZ on the Northern Hemisphere, as suggested by previous studies. Models exhibit the worse simulations during boreal winter and spring, when these processes have opposite effects locating the ITCZ. Our results suggest that the models with a better representation of the oceanic ITCZ and the local low-level jets over northern South America, such as the Choco low-level jet, are able to realistically simulate the main features of seasonal precipitation pattern over northern South America.
Introduction
From the standpoint of atmospheric dynamics, northern South America is a complex region, due to the interaction between several atmospheric phenomena and local surface conditions (like topography, vegetation, and land use), generating a rainfall distribution that varies in wide temporal and spatial ranges. The annual cycle of precipitation over this region is controlled by the meridional migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) [1] that follows the seasonal movement of insolation, producing bimodal or unimodal precipitation patterns over specific regions in northern South America ( [1] , and references therein). However, the annual cycle of precipitation over northern South America is not completely explained by the ITCZ excursions. The existence of regional processes, like the presence of several low-level jets, strongly influences the amounts of precipitation over the region, defining local rainfall patterns. Particularly, the Choco low-level jet, located at near-surface levels (925 hPa) about 5 ∘ N, induces transport of large quantities of moisture to the continent, explaining the existence of one of the rainiest places in the world [2] . Other local low-level jets influencing precipitation in this area are the Caribbean low-level jet (CLLJ) [3] and the Equatorial Midtropospheric Easterly Jet (EMEJ) [4] . The former is located at surface levels around [10] [11] [12] ∘ N and its magnitude varies semiannually [3] . During the months of December-February (DJF), one of the branches of the CLLJ veers toward the eastern Pacific, merging with the Choco jet, intensifying moisture transport and convection over the region [2] . In addition, this jet has potential effects on tropical convective systems and transports large amounts of moisture from the tropical Atlantic into the Caribbean Sea and the Eastern Pacific [3] . On the other hand, the EMEJ is located around 700-600 hPa over the Equator, showing a pronounced annual cycle [1] and interacting with the Choco jet, which strengthens deep convection over western and central Colombia [2] . Both the meridional position of the ITCZ and the activity of low-level jets like the Choco jet induce the formation of Mesoscale Convective Systems [5] , which also influences the annual cycle of precipitation over the region [1] .
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Another moisture source for northern South America is the water vapor advected from the Atlantic Ocean by the action of the easterly winds that flow throughout this ocean [6] . Once entering over South America, these winds follow the orographic barrier imposed by the Andes, developing the South American low-level jet (SALLJ) [7] . This jet carries an important amount of water vapor, contributing to the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon and, consequently, to the high percentages of recycled precipitation over the region [7] . Moreover, recent studies have suggested that rainfall in tropical South America does not rely only on the moisture transport from oceanic sources, but also on vegetationatmosphere feedbacks related to precipitation recycling and evapotranspiration [8] and the action of biotic pump mechanisms [7] .
The interannual variability of precipitation in northern South America is dominated by the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) ( [9] , and references therein), evidenced not only at interannual but also at diurnal time scales [9] . Although there are some spatial differences in timing and amplitude, the effects of ENSO on local hydroclimatology include reductions of rainfall, soil moisture, and river flow during its warm phase (El Niño), whereas opposite conditions are observed during its cold phase (La Niña) ( [1, 10] , and references therein). Despite the strong influence of the eastern equatorial Pacific, other oceans also influence precipitation over tropical South America. For example, the sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical Atlantic influences local precipitation over the Amazon [11] . On the other hand, the main remote oceanic influence onto tropical South America precipitation is associated with the tropical Indian-Pacific oceans [12] . In addition, modulations of ENSO impact on subtropical South America summer climate by the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) has also been suggested [13] . However, due to the lack of longer records of rain gauge observations over northern South America, especially Colombia, the decadal and multidecadal variability of precipitation in this region is still not well identified.
The development of General Circulation Models (GCMs) has contributed to the improvement of our current knowledge about global and regional climate dynamics in South America, providing projections about their future conditions. Therefore, these models are an important tool for understanding climate variability in regions with scarce information. The last model generation gathered by the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) includes 24 modeling groups around the world. These recent models have been demonstrated to perform a better representation of the mean state of atmospheric variables, such as surface temperature and precipitation, than their previous versions presented in the CMIP3 [14] . Recent studies have found that the double ITCZ bias has been reduced from CMIP3 models to CMIP5, although the cold tongue bias remains similar [15] . Though rainfall over the Amazon is still underestimated in some of the CMIP5 models [16] , their representation of its annual cycle along with its spatial distribution and its covariability with SSTs over tropical oceans has improved [16] .
The recent evaluation of general CMIP5 projections by the Working Group II of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has identified northern South America, especially Colombia, as one of the most vulnerable regions to be affected by climate change [17] . Furthermore, recent extreme wet seasons over the region have caused socioeconomic consequences of wide proportions [18] . Hence, a more detailed evaluation of the representation of local climate at seasonal and interannual time scales by the CMIP5 models is urgently required, in order to identify and analyze projections of regional and local future climate under a global climate change scenario. Therefore, this study aims to evaluate the representation of the seasonal mean precipitation over northern South America and its interannual variability, as well as the simulation of their main driving mechanisms, performed by the CMIP5 models. This paper is developed as follows: Section 2 describes the data and methods used, Section 3 presents the main results suggested by this work, and Section 4 presents a brief discussion and summary.
Data and Methodology
Since climate over tropical South America is the result of several phenomena influenced by both Atlantic and Pacific variability, we focused our study in the region located between 15 ∘ S-20 ∘ N and 120
To address our analysis, we considered three reference precipitation datasets: one satellitederived dataset, one reconstructed dataset, and one reanalysis product. Reconstructed datasets are the combination of gauge and satellite measurements, involving statistical methods. On the other hand, reanalysis products are usually used to perform hindcast analysis by the inclusion of observations, numerical methods, and data assimilation techniques [19] .
The satellite-derived dataset corresponds to the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) 3B43 V7 monthly dataset [20] , with a spatial resolution of 0.25 ∘ and available from 1998 to 2013 at the site http://mirador.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
The reconstructed dataset is the 2.5 ∘ × 2.5 ∘ gridded monthly precipitation provided by the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), version 2.2, available from 1979 to 2009 [21] . This dataset has been widely used over tropical South America and compared with other datasets like the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) and TRMM [22] .
The reanalysis used in this study corresponds to the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) [23] . CFSR data has a spatial resolution of 38 km and is available from 1979 to 2013 at the website http://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/thredds/ catalog/cfsrmon/catalog.html. This reanalysis has showed a superior performance of rainfall simulation than its previous versions NCEP/NCAR and NCEP/DOE reanalysis, reflecting a better representation of circulation fields [24] . It has been suggested that, due to its coupled data assimilation, CFSR reanalysis has a good representation of the atmosphereocean feedback processes related to ENSO, overcoming other reanalyses [25] . For this reason, we included the CFSR reanalysis as a useful tool for assessing the interannual variability of rainfall in northern South America, especially that associated with ENSO. The three reference datasets were compared with simulations from seven CMIP5 GCMs, selected following the criteria described in Section 3.1. The description and references for each of these models are given in Table 1 . The period of analysis for climatological patterns and their interannual variability corresponds to the record (simulation) period for each observational dataset (model) used in this study.
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For both, CMIP5 models and CFSR reanalysis, we examined monthly rainfall, horizontal winds, and SSTs. The model data corresponds to the historical experiments of the CMIP5 runs, which include natural and anthropogenic observed forcing in the period 1850-2005 [26] . CMIP5 data are available at the Program Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) website (http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/). The models and reference data were regridded to a common 2.8125 ∘ latitude by 2.8125 ∘ longitude grid through bilinear interpolation, which corresponds to the coarser resolution among all datasets and models.
In order to evaluate the representation of the seasonal mean precipitation over northern South America by the selected CMIP5 models, we used Taylor diagrams [27] , an error metric based on the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE), the Pattern Correlation Coefficient (PCC), and the ratio of the spatial variances between observations and simulations performed by each single model. The RMSE is a common measure of accuracy for field forecast, which operates over the gridpoints of a pair of simulation/observation fields and calculates a spatial average of individual squared differences between these two fields. The RMSE was normalized with the observed standard deviation for each season. Therefore, higher NRMSE values correspond to poor model simulations; by contrast, a high PCC value is related to a satisfactory model performance. The results obtained using this methodology were verified following the approach of Lee and Wang 2014 [28] , which uses RMSE and PCC displayed into a scatter plot. Only the former is presented in this paper.
Results and Analysis

Preselection of the CMIP5 Models.
In order to identify the CMIP5 members that exhibit the best representation of the annual and interannual variability of precipitation over tropical South America, we performed a preselection, based on literature review, of the CMIP5 models that show a better simulation of the main climate drivers over the region, previously discussed in Section 1. The criteria considered for this selection were (i) the representation of the basic features of ENSO (i.e., amplitude and spatial-temporal variability), (ii) the ability to simulate precipitation patterns over the Amazon, and (iii) the representation of rainfall patterns over surrounding oceans and mainland throughout the year. Here, we present the main summary obtained from literature review about these three criteria.
Regarding the first criterion, CMIP3 models display several biases in their simulations of ENSO, including (i) large differences in its amplitude, (ii) an overestimation of the 2-year frequency events instead of the 3-8-year observed frequency, (iii) a poor representation of the seasonal phase locking ( [29] , and references therein), (iv) the tendency to reproduce the central Pacific El Niño but with difficulties simulating the eastern Pacific ENSO, and (v) issues simulating these two events independently [30] . The main causes attributed in literature for these biases are the poor performance of the annual cycle and long-term mean of SSTs in the tropical Pacific [29] and the dry bias over the eastern Pacific exhibited by the CMIP3 models [30] . CMIP5 models have demonstrated a better performance in some features of ENSO, such as the simulation of the two types of ENSO events and the difference in their spatial patterns [30] , and improvements in the representation of some relevant feedbacks like the SST-latent heat flux feedback [29] ; however, other important characteristics are still poorly represented. Particularly, the precipitation anomaly over the central Pacific during ENSO events remains with substantial biases, as well as the wind-SST and shortwave-SST feedbacks [29] . Furthermore, the ENSO frequency is still not well captured by GCMs, especially for the 5-to-6-years period [31] . Previous studies have suggested that an accurate mean state in the equatorial Pacific is a very important factor for ENSO simulations ( [30] , and references therein). Particularly, the NorESM1-M version included in CMIP5 shows a good representation of the SST mean state over the eastern Pacific but significant cold biases over the western basin; on the contrary, CCSM4 has important warm biases over the eastern Pacific and smaller errors over the western Pacific while HadGEM2-ES presents a good simulation over the tropical Pacific, with some warm biases in the eastern part [32] . The amplitude of the ENSO signal is stronger in NorESM1-M, CCSM4, and GFDL-ESM2M, with spectral peaks reflecting a stronger periodic signal [32] . HadGEM2-ES also shows large ENSO amplitude but a more realistic extent of the spectral peaks [32] . On the other hand, though FGOALS-g2 successfully simulates the observed ENSO amplitude and period, it is unable to represent the central Pacific El Niño, due to the stronger negative cloud-shortwave feedback in this area [33] . Among the models that realistically represent both the eastern Pacific and central Pacific El Niño types are GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, HadGEM2-CC, and NorESM1-M [34] . Furthermore, Bellenger et al. [29] show a generally good representation of the amplitude, structure, spectrum, and seasonality of ENSO simulations by NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME, CCSM4, FGOALS-g2, HadGEM2-ES, and HadGEM2-CC (although they show some important biases in seasonality), as well as adequately represented feedbacks (e.g., Bjerknes, heat flux, shortwave, latent heat feedbacks) by FGOALS-g2 and CCSM4.
In relation to the second criterion, several studies have identified that the most of the CMIP5 models are able to represent the total rainfall amount over the Amazon during the wet season (DJF), but only HadGEM2-ES, HadGEM2-CC, and CCSM4 can reproduce a good estimation of the precipitation quantities during the dry and transition seasons (JJA and SON, resp.) [24] . In addition, HadGEM2-ES and HadGEM2-CC also exhibit a seasonal spatial distribution of rainfall closer to that presented by observations, showing a simulation of surface conditions over the Amazon better than other models. On the other hand, CCSM4 shows an underestimation of convective moisture in the Amazon, which appears to be connected to excessive precipitation simulated over the Atlantic and Pacific ITCZs [24] .
Finally, regarding the third selection criterion, CMIP5 models continue to exhibit important biases in the annual mean of tropical Atlantic SSTs due to a reversal of the SST zonal gradient, with exception of HadGEM2-ES and HadGEM2-CC models [35] . These biases have a similar evolution to those presented for the CMIP3 models, which consist in a weakening of the easterlies over the Atlantic during MAM and a subsequent deepening of the eastern thermocline, increasing the SSTs and reducing the cooling during the main upwelling season (JJA). The main cause for these biases appears to be the latitudinal location of the Atlantic ITCZ, which influences the strengthening of the easterlies. CMIP5 models show a larger latitudinal range of the ITCZ location over the Atlantic Ocean, from 6 ∘ S to 8 ∘ N during AprilAugust, in comparison to the observed ITCZ migration, which covers the range between 0 ∘ and 8 ∘ N [35] . Particularly, HadGEM2-CC shows the highest Taylor skill score in reproducing the annual mean precipitation over tropical oceans [15] . Furthermore, Hirota and Takayabu (2013) [15] identified that FGOALS-g2 and GFDL-ESM2M exhibit the most significant double ITCZ bias. By contrast, NorESM1-M and HadGEM2-CC show a good representation of the SSTs and ITCZ location over the Pacific Ocean. Finally, although HadGEM2-ES displays one of the smallest double ITCZ biases, its cold tongue bias is still significant.
According to the discussion addressed above, we selected seven CMIP5 models, as listed in Table 1 (NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME, CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M, FGOALS-g2, HadGEM2-ES, and HadGEM2-CC), in order to perform the analysis presented in the following sections.
Rainfall Seasonality over Northern South America.
The following sections evaluate and discuss the representation of the annual cycle of precipitation over northern South America and surrounding oceans by the selected CMIP5 models. Figure 1 shows the spatial pattern of the seasonal mean rainfall in the study region for the seven CMIP5 models and the three observation datasets considered. To complement this analysis, Figure 2 displays the climatological differences between models and reference datasets with respect to TRMM data.
The spatial distribution of rainfall for the three observation datasets are in agreement with all seasons, although there are differences in rainfall amplitude, especially over the oceanic ITCZ (Figures 1 and 2 ). Furthermore, precipitation values given by CFSR over the continent are generally larger than those of TRMM and GPCP in MAM, and smaller in DJF, JJA, and SON. By contrast, TRMM and GPCP values are much closer. As it has been previously established, although the Southern Hemisphere (SH) is hotter in DJF, the observed ITCZ is located to the north of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, due to the combination of several ocean-atmosphere mechanisms that keep the ITCZ north of equator [37] . Because of the absence of these mechanisms over mainland, the continental ITCZ in the Americas is located over the SH in DJF [37] . Results indicate that all models are able to locate the ITCZ in southern South America but they disagree on locating the maximum rainfall centers. NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME, and CCSM4 present the center of maximum rainfall eastward of the location indicated by observations, concentrating precipitation in this part of the continent, leading to dry biases over the western flank of the continent and wet biases over the east. By contrast, HadGEM2-ES, HadGEM2-CC, FGOALS-g2, and GFDL-ESM2M are able to locate the maximum precipitation over the central part of the Amazon, although FGOALS-g2 and GFDL-ESM2M significantly underestimate their values with respect to TRMM rainfall. In addition, only three models (FGOALS-g2, HadGEM2-ES, and HadGEM2-CC) maintain the ITCZ over the northern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in boreal winter (DJF). Previous studies suggest that an erroneous demise of the ITCZ from the Northern Hemisphere (NH) in boreal winter and spring observed in models is associated with biases in simulated air-sea feedbacks [38] . Hence, the correct location of the ITCZ in DJF exhibited by some models could imply a better representation of such ocean-atmosphere feedbacks. Since models locate the Pacific ITZC southward of the location indicated by observations (with the exception of the two HadGEM2 models, FGOALS-g2, and CCSM4), their simulation of the maximum rainfall center over the northwestern Colombian coast in DJF is also simulated southward of its observed location. 18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W Advances in Meteorology   120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W   DJF   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S  12S   0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W In boreal spring (MAM), the southeastern tropical Pacific exhibits the double ITCZ phenomenon due to the heat accumulation and the convective responses related [39] . As shown in Figure 1 , observed rainfall over this region of the Pacific Ocean is larger in MAM than in DJF. Furthermore, the Pacific ITCZ is simulated over the SH by most of the models, with the exception of HadGEM2-ES, HadGEM2-CC, and FGOALS-g2, which reproduce both the northern and southern Pacific ITCZ; however, rainfall intensities in the southern ITCZ show larger values than observed (Figures 1 and 2 ). The seven CMIP5 models selected locate the MAM Atlantic ITCZ southward of its real position, inducing wet biases south Advances in Meteorology 7 of the equator and dry biases over the Atlantic warm pool. Over the continent, the best representation of MAM rainfall spatial pattern and amplitude is shown by HadGEM2-ES, HadGEM2-CC, and GFDL-ESM2M.
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Finally, results indicate that it is easier for models to reproduce rainfall distribution during boreal summer and fall (JJA and SON, resp.) over both oceans and land. This is probably due to the fact that during these seasons, the incoming radiation and the ocean-atmosphere feedbacks over Atlantic and Pacific Oceans locate the ITCZ on the NH. Consequently, the model representation of the maximum rainfall center over western Colombia is much more accurate for JJA and SON than for other seasons. Over the Atlantic Ocean, HadGEM2-ES, HadGEM2-CC, and CCSM4 exhibit the closest representation of the spatial precipitation pattern. However, the seven models display an overestimation of precipitation in the eastern tropical Atlantic (3 ∘ N-3 ∘ S), especially in JJA. This has been observed in CMIP3 models and has been associated with a misrepresentation of the cold tongue onset in this ocean [40] . The best simulation of the rainfall spatial pattern and amplitude over the Atlantic Ocean is observed during SON for all models. Only GFDL-ESM2M exhibits a dry bias over most of the continental area in this season; this behavior has been linked to the excessive rainfall over the tropical Atlantic and/or Pacific simulated by this model [24] . Furthermore, the seven models are able to identify the Amazon dry season during JJA ( Figure 1 ), with generally small differences with respect to TRMM data, by exception of HadGEM2 models, which overestimate Amazon dry season rainfall ( Figure 2 ).
Interannual Variability and Annual Cycle of Precipitation.
An adequate representation of seasonal precipitation over a given region does not only rely on the simulation of climatological mean patterns, but also on the simulation of rainfall variability patterns. To identify if the seven selected models are able to realistically simulate the areas with the largest interannual variability of rainfall in the study region, Figure 3 shows the seasonal standard deviation of precipitation for all models and observation datasets. Similar to precipitation climatology (Figure 1 ), the three reference datasets agree to identify the regions with the largest variability in all seasons, although CFSR exhibits much larger standard deviations over the equatorial Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and northern South America (Figure 3 ). It can be noticed that, in general, the regions with the largest rainfall amounts match those displaying the largest standard deviations (Figures 1 and 3 ). This is a well-known relationship observed in both model simulations and observations and discussed in previous studies. However, the DJF standard deviation of observations shows a region of large variability over the tropical Pacific, between 110 ∘ W and 120 ∘ W (Figure 3) , that does not correspond to a region with large rainfall amounts (Figure 1 ). Only NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME, GFDL-ESM2M, and CCSM4 reproduce such large variability over the central tropical Pacific, although they show a different amplitude, extent, and location than observations. We explored the possible mechanisms associated with this large rainfall variability center later in this section. FGOALS-g2 underestimates rainfall interannual variability over the region of study in all seasons. During MAM, the large variability centers over the continent exhibited by observations are located in northeastern Brazil and the western coast of Ecuador. All models (except FGOALS-g2) follow this spatial pattern over mainland. Over tropical oceans, models tend to follow the spatial pattern of their climatological seasonal rainfall simulations (Figure 1) . Accordingly, only the HadGEM2 models are able to reproduce the oceanic rainfall variability observed north of the equatorial line due to their ability to maintain the ITCZ north of the equator. The associated large variability area identified over the equator in DJF remains in observations during MAM. For the last two seasons of the year (JJA and SON), the distribution of the standard deviation is closely related to the spatial pattern of rainfall climatology; thus, all models are able to reproduce such pattern. However, during JJA, the region with the largest interannual variability over the tropical Atlantic, as indicated by observational datasets, is further north than that shown by models. The latter is probably due to the large precipitation amounts observed in model simulations over this region, which appears to be related to the lack of the cold tongue onset in this season, as discussed in the previous section. Figure 3 suggests the existence of regions with large rainfall interannual variability within the domain considered for this study. In order to explore the dominant modes of variability associated with this rainfall standard deviation pattern and their corresponding frequencies, we selected the four regions with the largest standard deviations:
, (iii) the eastern tropical Pacific, and (iv) the tropical Atlantic, as shown in Figure 4 . To identify the main variability modes in each region and their contribution to total rainfall variability during the time period of analysis, we performed the Fast Wavelet Transform [36] to the domain average monthly precipitation estimated over each region for all datasets and models ( Figure 5 ). NorESM1-M and HadGEM2-CC spectra are not shown due to their similarities with the other models from the same institute.
Previous studies have identified that rainfall over the central tropical Pacific shows strong variability related to ENSO, with enhanced (reduced) precipitation during its warm (cold) phase [41] . Our results indicate that the largest contributions to variance observed in the central tropical Pacific correspond to the frequencies of 2-4 and 4-8 years, suggesting that the large standard deviation in this region shown in Figure 3 is associated with ENSO. Furthermore, power spectra obtained from observational datasets show important contributions to rainfall variability in the central tropical Pacific during 1982-1987 and 1997-1998 (Figure 5 ), when warm ENSO events occurred [42] . In addition, TRMM data shows a strong spectral peak associated with La Niña 2010-2011. FGOALS-g2 is the only model that can reproduce these two variability frequencies as the main contributors to total rainfall variability in this region. In particular, this model shows enhanced ENSO activity during the 1920s, 1940-1960, and from the 1980s to present. On the other hand, GFDL-ESM2M simulation shows that the largest contributions to variance 8 Advances in Meteorology   DJF  MAM  JJA  SON   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S   15S   18N  12N  6N  EQ  6S (a 120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W  0W  120W  100W  80W  60W  40W  20W in the central tropical Pacific are concentrated in the 4-year frequency range, while HadGEM2-ES misrepresents this frequency range with a dominant mode in 1-year frequency.
In addition, NorESM1-ME shows most of the rainfall variability over this region associated with the 2-4-year mode while the CCSM4 exhibits that associated with the 4-8-year mode. Figure 5 indicates that the best location in time of the dominant frequencies contributing to rainfall variance in the central tropical Pacific is given by FGOALS-g2. Figure 5 also shows that the dominant mode of rainfall variability in the Amazon, not only in observations but also in model simulations, corresponds to the annual cycle of precipitation over the region. In addition, observational datasets and models show the well-known relationship between Amazon rainfall and ENSO, reported in previous studies [43] , as indicated by the 2-4 and 4-8 years frequency bands observed in their Wavelet power spectra. Furthermore, TRMM, GPCP, and CFSR datasets show discrepancies identifying the main frequency bands in the eastern tropical Pacific. Although the three datasets show the strong annual cycle and the ENSO influence in precipitation over the eastern tropical Pacific, they disagree about the main frequency of variability (Figure 5) . Models are able to identify the annual cycle or precipitation in the eastern equatorial Pacific as the main variability mode as well as the ENSO signal at the same frequencies observed in the central Pacific region; however, some models (NorESM1-ME, CCSM4, and GFDL-ESM2M) display a high intraseasonal variability that is much weaker in observations. Finally, the main mode of rainfall variability over the tropical Atlantic identified by observations and models is the annual cycle, which has been previously recognized as the main variability mode in this region [44] . This mode of variability is well reproduced in models, except GFDL-ESM2M and CCSM4, which are dominated by a seasonal mode of variability over the region.
These results suggest the ability of several of the selected CMIP5 models to adequately represent, not only seasonal mean precipitation over northern South America, but also interannual variability in the regions with the largest standard deviations throughout the year. To further identify if these selected models are also able to simulate annual rainfall variability over the continent, we evaluated their representation of the annual cycle of precipitation in four regions: Figure 6 (a)). As documented in previous studies, the Amazon region exhibits a clear unimodal annual cycle of precipitation, with peak values in March to May and minimum rainfall in July to September over its northernmost domain (Figure 6(b) ) [2] . However, CFSR rainfall intensities are larger than those presented by TRMM and GPCP in the wet season and smaller in the dry season, as also suggested by Figure 1 . This unimodal pattern is reproduced by the HadGEM2 models, which show amplitudes much closer to observations than those from other models. The other models exhibit a bimodal pattern, which differs from observations, and underestimate the annual cycle amplitude during almost the entire year (especially GFDL-ESM2M in SON). The dry bias exhibited by GFDL-ESM2M over the Amazon is reported in other studies [24] .
The tropical Andean region in central Colombia shows a bimodal pattern of precipitation ( Figure 6 (b)), with larger rainfall amplitudes during May and October in TRMM and GPCP, and April and November in CFSR. CFSR values in this region are much smaller than those from the other observational datasets. All models (except the HadGEM2 and CCSM4 models) exhibit this two-peak pattern; however, GFDL-ESM2M shows a delayed first peak in June and a delayed second peak in October, which differs to the reference datasets. The FGOALS-g2 shows the more realistic rainfall amplitudes over the region during December-April, while the other models significantly underestimate rainfall over the tropical Andes during these months, with exception of the HadGEM2 models.
The Colombian Pacific region exhibits a bimodal pattern with maximum rainfall in April and October, as shown by the CFSR (Figure 6(b) ). By contrast, the TRMM and GPCP patterns do not show a bimodal cycle since they suggest almost the same rainfall amounts between May and November ( Figure 6(b) ). The HadGEM2 and CCSM4 models show a unimodal annual cycle over this region rather than a bimodal pattern, in agreement with TRMM and GPCP data. The other models show a bimodal annual cycle of precipitation, with the second peak in the year larger than the first one. As in the Andean region, models that display a better simulation of the Pacific ITCZ display the less underestimated precipitation during DJF.
Finally, observational datasets indicate a precipitation cycle in the Colombian Caribbean region with peaks in May and October, as reported by IDEAM (2005) and other studies [45] ; however, CFSR exhibits smaller rainfall intensities in these months in comparison to TRMM and GPCP. By contrast, some models exhibit a unimodal rainfall pattern (CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M, and NorESM1 models), underestimating the precipitation during the first months of the year. These models correspond to those that are unable to maintain the ITCZ north of equator during DJF, as identified in Figure 1 , suggesting a relationship between an adequate ITCZ location in the first months of the year and a realistic representation of the annual cycle of precipitation in the Caribbean 1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880 Figure 5: Continued. 1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880 1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860  2000  1980  1960  1940  1920  1900  1880  1860 2000 region. Although HadGEM2 models and FGOALS-g2 exhibit a bimodal pattern, only the latter is able to appropriately locate the two observed rainfall peaks in the year.
Evaluation of the CMIP5 Simulations.
The results presented in Figures 1 to 6 qualitatively describe the simulations of the seasonal precipitation over northern South America performed by the seven CMIP5 models selected. In order to quantitatively evaluate such simulations, Figure 7 shows the corresponding Taylor diagrams for seasonal rainfall climatology considering TRMM as reference data, as described in Section 2. GPCP seasonal rainfall is much closer to TRMM than CFSR, as also shown by Figure 2 . The models with the best representation of seasonal rainfall over northern South America (i.e., those showing the least RMSE and standard deviation ratio, and PCC closer to one) are the HadGEM2 models, especially in DJF and MAM. The worse simulations are produced in MAM, when all models either exhibit the double ITCZ bias or locate the ITCZ over the SH rather than over the NH (Figure 1 ). Since the FGOALS-g2 underestimates the standard deviation ratio in all seasons, it tends to underestimate the spatial variability of precipitation over northern South America, especially during MAM (Figure 3 ). However, since this model reproduces a seasonal rainfall pattern reasonably in agreement with observations ( Figure 1) , PCC values for this model are relatively large. In JJA and SON, models show smaller RMSE and larger PCC values, and thus a better simulation of seasonal rainfall over the domain considered. This is due to the ability of models to show a more realistic rainfall distribution over the region when the ITCZ is located north of the Equator, as discussed in Section 3.2. However, the standard deviation ratio shown by most of the models is not close to one, since observed rainfall intensities are larger during these seasons and only the HadGEM2 models are able to reproduce such high intensities (Figures 1  and 7) . These results indicate that, among the seven CMIP5 models selected, the HadGEM2 models show the more realistic simulations of seasonal and annual rainfall in northern South America. In addition, some of the models included in the CMIP5 archives still show a large double ITCZ bias over the tropical Pacific. Such a bias could affect rainfall simulation 20N  15N  10N  5N  EQ  5S  10S  15S  120W  110W  100W  90W  80W  70W  60W  50W  40W  30W  20W  10W over northern South America, since this region is strongly modulated by the SSTs variability over the equatorial Pacific. Possible causes for the observed biases in rainfall simulation over the region of study are explored in the following sections.
What Could Cause the Observed Biases in Rainfall
Simulation over Northern South America?
The Simulation of Rainfall and SSTs over the Eastern
Pacific and the Interhemispheric SST Gradient. As discussed in Section 1, precipitation over northern South America is strongly modulated by the location of the ITCZ, which in turn is associated with SST and rainfall patterns over the eastern Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Therefore, an adequate simulation of SST and precipitation patterns in the tropical eastern Pacific and Atlantic oceans is important for an adequate simulation of precipitation over northern South America. It has been previously identified that the largest amounts of oceanic rainfall are observed over the areas with highest SSTs, since they supply larger amounts of heat and moisture from the sea surface, triggering convective activity [15] . In the eastern Pacific and eastern Atlantic oceans do not show collocation of minima surface pressure, maxima SST, and convection due Advances in Meteorology to the strong cross equatorial pressure gradient observed in these regions [52, 53] . In particular, in the eastern Pacific, the convective maxima are located equatorward of the SST maxima. Previous studies show that the distribution of the cross equatorial gradients in pressure and SST determines the location of the off-equatorial convection [52] . Overestimation of SST over a region west of Peru by the coupled models can generate unrealistic simulation of the convection, generating a double ITCZ. Additionally, the alteration of the SST distribution and in turn of the cross equatorial pressure gradient can result in a seasonally migrating ITCZ [52] . Previous analyses of the CMIP5 simulations of precipitation, SST, and other ocean-atmospheric variables in the tropical oceans at intraseasonal and seasonal time scales and their observed biases have focused in the tropical Atlantic region [35] . On the other hand, the CMIP5 simulations of precipitation and SSTs in the tropical Pacific have been studied from a mean state standpoint [15] . The main conclusions from such studies were discussed in Section 3. Pacific during the different seasons, in order to identify possible causes for the biases observed in CMIP5 rainfall simulations over northern South America discussed in the previous sections. Figure 8 shows the link between these two features by a scatter plot of SST PCC and precipitation PCC in this region during the four seasons, as obtained from the seven CMIP5 models considered. Model simulations of the eastern Pacific SSTs and precipitation indicate that, in general, higher values of the SST PCCs are associated with higher rainfall PCCs. Therefore, when the SSTs correlations over the eastern Pacific are higher, the rainfall over this region is best simulated by models, as occurs during JJA and SON (Figures 1 and 8) . By contrast, the lowest SST PCCs in the eastern Pacific are observed during MAM, consistent with the lowest rainfall PCCs. In general, the HadGEM2 models reproduce the best spatial patterns of both SST and rainfall over the eastern equatorial Pacific during all the seasons; in addition, CCSM4 and GFDLESM2M also show a good representation in SON (Figure 8 ). On the contrary, the NorESM1 models show the poorest simulations of both spatial patterns.
To further explore the representation of the eastern Pacific SSTs pattern by the selected models, we computed the interhemispheric SST gradient reproduced by CFSR and model simulations. Figure 9 shows the seasonal zonal average of the climatological SSTs in the tropical eastern Pacific. In addition, Table 2 shows the seasonal interhemispheric SST gradient calculated as the difference between the average of SSTs north (15 ∘ N-equator) and south (15 ∘ S-equator) of equator in the location between 120 ∘ W and 85 ∘ W. During all seasons, CFSR displays a strong SST gradient between the northeastern and southeastern equatorial Pacific, with the highest temperatures located north of equator and the lowest south of equator ( Figure 9 and Table 2 ). As expected, the simulated gradients are closer to observations in JJA and SON since the coupled models considered are able to reproduce the warming of the northern tropical Pacific, as discussed in previous sections. In contrast, Figure 9 and Table 2 indicate that models present issues reproducing the interhemispheric temperature gradient during the two first seasons, as also observed in rainfall simulations over this region (Figure 1 ). However, HadGEM2 models are able to closely reproduce the boreal winter-spring interhemispheric SST gradient over the eastern Pacific ( Figure 9 and Table 2 ), as well as rainfall distribution over the region during these seasons (Figures 1, 7, and 8) . By contrast, NorESM1-M simulates the largest bias in interhemispheric temperature gradient during winter and spring seasons. Particularly, CCSM4, along with GFDLESM2M, reproduces similar SST peak magnitudes over the northeastern and southeastern Pacific in DJF, and thus a weak interhemispheric gradient (Table 2) . Moreover, GFDLESM2M simulates higher SSTs over the southeastern equatorial Pacific in MAM, producing a negative interhemispheric gradient. FGOALS-g2, although exhibits notably high SSTs located north of the equator in boreal winter (Figure 9 ), simulates a very low interhemispheric gradient (Table 2) due to its overestimation of SSTs south of the equator. A comparison between Figures 8 and 9 and Table 2 suggests the relationship between the simulation of the interhemispheric SST gradient and the representation of the spatial patterns of SST and rainfall over the eastern equatorial Pacific. The HadGEM2 models simulate the best interhemispheric gradient as well as the best SST and rainfall patterns over the eastern Pacific. By contrast, NorESM1-M reproduces the largest bias in SST gradient during DJF and MAM and one of the lowest rainfall PCCs over the eastern Pacific. In addition, since NorESM1-ME shows a more pronounced interhemispheric SST gradient than NorESM1-M (Table 2) , it displays a better representation of the precipitation distribution over the eastern Pacific in DJF (Figures 1 and 8) . The negative gradients observed in MAM for GFDLESM2M ( Figure 9 and Table 2 ) could explain that this model exhibits one of the lowest SST PCC and rainfall PCC values, as shown in Figure 8 . In boreal spring, only HadGEM2 models and FGOALS-g2 can locate the warmest places north of the equator, exhibiting the best representation of the precipitation spatial pattern in the eastern tropical Pacific (Figure 8) .
The biases observed in the simulations of the SST interhemispheric gradient over the eastern Pacific by the selected models are closely related to their ability to realistically simulate the spatial distribution of rainfall over northern South America (Figures 7 and 9 and Table 2 ). For example, the HadGEM2 models reproduce the best interhemispheric gradient and rainfall pattern over northern South America during the entire year. On the contrary, NorESM1-M, GFDL-ESM2M, and CCSM4 exhibit the poorest simulations of the interhemispheric gradient, especially in DJF and MAM, and some of the lowest performances simulating rainfall pattern over northern South America. The results discussed here suggest that an adequate simulation of the SST and rainfall patterns over the eastern Pacific, as well as the SST gradient between the northeastern and the southeastern equatorial Pacific, are important for an accurate simulation of the precipitation seasonal pattern over northern South America. However, the causes for the different biases in SST simulations over this ocean need to be further addressed, since they depend not only on forcing factors but also on the intrinsic variability of each particular model. Figures 8 and 9 suggest that a key indicator of an adequate representation of rainfall over northern South America appears to be the SST difference between the northeastern and southeastern equatorial Pacific, as well as rainfall distribution over this ocean. This is strongly related with the local ITCZ. However, precipitation over northern South America is not completely determined by the ITCZ location and the associated tropical Atlantic and Pacific SSTs. As identified in previous studies, rainfall seasonality in this region is strongly modulated by local low-level jets, like the Choco jet and the CLLJ, which transport important amounts of moisture to the region [1, 2, 7] . Therefore, another possible cause for the observed biases in the simulated seasonal rainfall patterns over northern South America performed by the seven CMIP5 models selected (Figures 1,  2, and 7) is the misrepresentation of these local low-level jets. Since the Choco low-level jet, along with its interaction with the CLLJ, is one of the main sources of moisture for northwestern South America, we evaluated how well models simulate these two low-level jets. Figure 10 shows the annual cycle of zonal winds from 1000 to 500 hPa at 82 ∘ W between 5 ∘ S and 18 ∘ N. Blank spaces correspond to absent data, due to the topography and/or the horizontal resolution of CMIP5 models. CFSR zonal wind field is able to represent the annual cycle of the Choco jet described in previous studies, as indicated by westerly winds at 925 hPa (i.e., negative zonal winds) between 5 ∘ S and 5 ∘ N, with maximum speeds during SON and minimum during MAM (Figure 10(a) ). All models are able to reproduce this low-level jet and its annual cycle, although they generally underestimate wind speeds in all seasons. HadGEM2 models show the higher core velocities during JJA instead of SON (Figures 10(d) and 10(e) ). NorESM1 models reproduce a much shallower vertical structure of this jet (Figures 10(b) and 10(c) ), although they reproduce the observed annual cycle. Finally, FGOALS-g2, CCSM4, and HadGEM2 models (Figures 10(g), 10 (h), 10(d), and 10(e), resp.) do not fully represent its vertical structure due to missing data over the region.
The Simulation of Local Low-Level Jets. The results discussed above and summarized in
To further identify the relationship between monthly grid-point rainfall anomalies and the Choco low-level jet exhibited by observations and model simulations, Figure 11 shows the correspondent correlation coefficients between these two variables over northern South America. Rainfall anomalies were considered in order to avoid biases in the correlations associated with the strong seasonal cycle of precipitation over the region. The low-level jet index was computed as the 925 hPa zonal winds at 82 ∘ W averaged between 5 ∘ S and 7 ∘ N, following previous studies [2] . Zonal wind velocities were considered at 82 ∘ W instead of 80 ∘ W since several models show no data for 925 hPa zonal winds probably due to boundary continental conditions at this longitude. Hence, a positive index represents a stronger Choco jet whereas a weaker jet occurs during negative index values. Results indicate that CFSR identify positive correlations over western and north Colombia and the easternmost north equatorial Pacific, indicating that a stronger Choco jet is associated with increased precipitation over these regions. By contrast, negative correlations are observed over western Ecuador and the southeastern tropical Pacific, indicating that a stronger Choco jet is associated with reductions of precipitation over the region (Figure 11(a) ). This dipole pattern is simulated by the HadGEM2 models and CCSM4 (Figures 11(d) , 11(e), and 11(h), resp.), although the negative correlations over western Ecuador and the southeastern Pacific simulated by HadGEM2-CC show a smaller extension. By contrast, the NorESM1 models, GFDL-ESM2M, and FGOALS-g2 exhibit positive correlations over the most of Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, and the eastern Pacific (Figures 11(b) , 11(c), 11(f), and 11(g), resp.), suggesting that in these models, a stronger Choco jet increases precipitation over the entire region, which differs from what has been previously observed by other studies and shown in Figure 11 (a). The better simulation of this low-level jet and its correspondent correlations with rainfall anomalies over northern South America exhibited by the HadGEM2 models and CCSM4, as well as the biased simulations by the GFDL-ESM2M, FGOALS-g2, and NorESM1 models (Figures 10 and 11 ), are consistent with their performance reproducing the eastern Pacific ITCZ (as shown by both rainfall and SSTs simulations; Figures 1, 2, 8, and 9) . However, the dynamics of this jet is associated not only with 2N  4N  6N  8N  10N  12N  14N  16N  18N  4S  2S  EQ  2N  4N  6N  8N  10N  12N  14N  16N  18N  4S  2S  EQ  2N  4N  6N  8N  10N  12N  14N  16N  18N  4S  2S  EQ  2N  4N  6N  8N  10N  12N  14N  16N  18N   DJF  MAM  JJA  SON  500  600  700  800  900  1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
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Advances in Meteorology the local ITCZ and related SSTs, but also with local processes [7] . Moreover, the adequate representation of such local phenomenon strongly depends on the horizontal and vertical resolution of the models considered. It must be pointed out that the models with the finest horizontal resolution (CCSM4, HadGEM2-ES, and HadGEM2-CC; see Table 1 ) exhibit the best representation of the Choco low-level jet and its correlation with rainfall over northern South America.
On the other hand, Figure 10 also shows the observed and simulated Caribbean low-level jet. CFSR observations are able to represent this jet, as indicated by the easterly zonal winds (i.e., negative zonal velocities) centered between 10 ∘ N and 20
∘ N at 1000 hPa to 700 hPa. In addition, CFSR exhibit the highest velocities over the Caribbean region in JJA and DJF whereas the lowest velocities are observed during SON and MAM (Figure 10(a) ), as identified in previous studies ( [4] and references therein). All models are able to simulate and properly locate the core region of this jet. However, only the NorESM1 and HadGEM2 models adequately represent the zonal winds annual cycle over the Caribbean (Figures 10(b) to 10(e)), although the NorESM1 models overestimate the wind speeds in all seasons. In addition, although CCSM4 appropriately simulates the maximum CLLJ core velocities in JJA, it cannot identify the second peak in DJF (Figure 10(h) ), while GFDL-ESM2M misrepresents the whole annual cycle of this jet (Figure 10(f) ). Finally, the vertical structure of the CLLJ during JJA, when this jet is more intense, is well captured by all the models. In general, our results agree with the conclusions of previous studies of CLLJ simulations in CMIP3 models regarding their ability to represent the CLLJ and its latitudinal location, as well as its vertical structure in JJA [54] ; however, these previous studies identify the issues in the CMIP3 models to reproduce the annual cycle of the CLLJ, unlike some or the CMIP5 models analyzed here, as we discussed above.
The results discussed in this section suggest that four of the seven selected CMIP5 models exhibit strong issues simulating the Choco low-level jet; by contrast, all models show a better simulation of the CLLJ. Furthermore, correlation patterns between the Choco jet and precipitation anomalies over northwestern South America indicate that the intensity of this jet is strongly related to local precipitation ( Figure 11) . Therefore, the biases observed in rainfall simulations over this region could be related with the biases shown by these models when reproducing the Choco low-level jet, as well as the observed biases in simulating the eastern Pacific ITCZ.
Summary and Discussion
This paper evaluated the simulation of climatological precipitation and its seasonal and interannual variability over northern South America by seven models included in the recently released CMIP5 runs. The seven models were selected based on literature review, considering three main criteria: (i) their representation of the basic features of ENSO (i.e., amplitude and spatial-temporal variability), (ii) their ability to simulate precipitation patterns over the Amazon, and (iii) their representation of rainfall patterns over surrounding oceans and mainland throughout the year. These three aspects were considered since annual and seasonal precipitation over this region is strongly modulated by variability over neighboring oceans, especially ENSO, as well as Amazon convection. Our literature review suggests that NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME, CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M, FGOALS-g2, HadGEM2-ES, and HadGEM2-CC are the CMIP5 models that show the best representation of these three features.
The simulations of the seasonal mean precipitation pattern and its interannual variability over northern South America by the seven selected models were compared with satellite (TRMM), reanalysis (CFSR), and reconstructed datasets (GPCP). Our results show that the seven models tend to simulate the ITCZ migration over the continent throughout the year, although they disagree on locating the maximum rainfall centers. The HadGEM2 models perform the best representation of the continental rainfall distribution, which is observed consistently during all seasons. However, our results confirm that it is more difficult for models to realistically locate the ITCZ over tropical oceans, especially during DJF and MAM, when the SH is hotter but oceanatmosphere feedbacks locate the ITCZ north of the equator. Consequently, only these models can appropriately reproduce the correct location of the equatorial rainy belt during boreal winter (DJF) and spring (MAM), although they still show the double ITCZ bias in spring. The satisfactory representation of the ITCZ by these models during the two first seasons of the year could be associated with a better simulation of the ocean-atmosphere feedbacks responsible for keeping the ITCZ in this location during these seasons. Conversely, the seven models are able to reproduce oceanic and continental rainfall distribution more easily during boreal summer (JJA) and fall (SON) than for other seasons. This is presumably due to the influence of ocean-atmosphere feedbacks over Atlantic and Pacific oceans, in addition to solar incoming radiation, which locates the ITCZ on the NH. Accordingly, Taylor diagrams display the smallest RMSE and the largest PCC values during JJA and SON, whereas the opposite occurs in DJF and MAM. In addition, our results indicate that the spatial distribution of the standard deviation of precipitation over this region is closely linked to the precipitation pattern, since places with the largest rainfall amplitudes match those displaying the largest standard deviations; hence, a good representation of the spatial distribution and amplitude of the climatological precipitation over the region appears to be a fundamental factor for an adequate representation of its interannual variability.
To verify if models are able to correctly associate rainfall standard deviation patterns over northern South America with the dominant modes of variability over the region and their associated frequencies, we computed the Fast Wavelet Transform of the domain-averaged rainfall in four regions with the largest standard deviations: central tropical Pacific, Amazon, eastern tropical Pacific, and tropical Atlantic. Overall, models are able to identify the dominant modes of rainfall variability in all regions; however, they exhibit issues reproducing the frequency of the main mode of interannual variability over the central equatorial Pacific. Only FGOALSg2 is able to reproduce the observed frequencies associated with ENSO (2-4-year and 4-8-year) in the central equatorial Pacific; by contrast, NorESM1-ME, CCSM4, and GFDL-ESM2M (CCSM4 and GFDL-ESM2M) show the worse representation of the main frequency mode over the eastern equatorial Pacific (tropical Atlantic). In addition, power spectra of models show the well-known relationship between Amazon rainfall and ENSO variability, reported in previous studies.
To identify if the selected models are able to simulate rainfall seasonal variability over the northern South American continent, we evaluated their representation of the annual cycle of precipitation in four regions with different patterns: Amazon, tropical Andes, Colombian Pacific coast, and Colombian Caribbean region. In the Amazon region, only HadGEM2 models are able to reproduce the unimodal pattern of the annual cycle of precipitation, exhibiting the closest rainfall amplitudes to observations, while other models exhibit a bimodal rainfall pattern and underestimate its amplitude during almost the entire year (especially GFDL-ESM2M in SON). In the other regions, the models that cannot adequately reproduce the location of the ITCZ during DJF and MAM (i.e., CCSM4, NorESM1-ME, NorESM1-M, and GFDL-ESM2M) considerably underestimate rainfall during the same months in these regions. This suggests that a good representation of the ITCZ over the tropical Pacific is related to a better representation of the annual cycle of precipitation over northern South America.
What causes the biases observed in seasonal rainfall simulations by the seven selected CMIP5 models? Several studies have highlighted the strong influence of tropical Atlantic and Pacific SST variability on precipitation over northern South America. Evaluation of the simulation of Atlantic SSTs by CMIP models has been addressed in other studies. Here, we evaluated the representation of SSTs and rainfall in the eastern tropical Pacific by the selected models, as well as their simulated interhemispheric SST gradient over this ocean. Results indicate that, in general, a better representation of the eastern tropical Pacific SSTs pattern by the models (i.e., higher PCCs) is associated with a better representation of rainfall over the region (i.e., higher rainfall PCCs). Furthermore, our results suggest that a key indicator of an adequate rainfall representation in the eastern tropical Pacific seems to be the difference between temperature peaks in both northeastern and southeastern tropical Pacific (i.e., the interhemispheric SST gradient). Hence, models with a better simulation of the interhemispheric temperature gradient in the eastern tropical Pacific (HadGEM2 models) can reproduce a better spatial pattern of both SST and rainfall over this ocean.
Another source of influence for seasonal precipitation over northern South America corresponds to the local lowlevel jets in the region, such as the Choco and Caribbean jets. Therefore, to further address the question above, we explored the ability of the seven CMIP5 models selected to simulate such local phenomena. Results indicate that FGOALS-g2 and HadGEM2 models are able to reproduce the Choco jet and its annual cycle whereas the CCSM4, GFDL-ESM2M, and NorESM1 models do not reproduce the shallow and nearsurface vertical structure of this jet, as well as its intensity. On the other hand, most models identify the Caribbean jet. Only few models simulate its seasonal cycle (NorESM1-M, NorESM1-ME, HadGEM2-CC, and HadGEM2-ES) whereas CCSM4 and FGOALS-g2 cannot reproduce the second peak of zonal winds in DJF. In addition, results indicate that only HadGEM2 models and CCSM4 realistically represent the observed dipole relationship between rainfall in northwestern Colombia/north equatorial Pacific and that in western Ecuador/southern equatorial Pacific, related to the Choco jet. By contrast, FGOALS-g2, GFDL-ESM2M, and NorESM1 models exhibit a poor simulation of this pattern.
The results presented in this paper suggest that the biases observed in rainfall simulations over northern South America appear to be related to the biases shown by the selected CMIP5 models when reproducing the eastern Pacific ITCZ and the local low-level jets, especially the Choco jet. Although the eastern Pacific SSTs are an important factor involved in the dynamics of the Choco jet, as evidenced by the strong ENSO influence on the interannual variability of this lowlevel jet [1] , this dynamics also relies on highly local processes such as orographic lifting over the western tropical Andes slopes, land surface conditions over northwestern South America, and vegetation feedbacks in the Darien forest [7] , as well as strongly depends on the horizontal and vertical resolution of the models considered. Furthermore, recent studies have explored the role of local vegetation on preferential atmospheric pathways for moisture transport to northern South America, such as the Choco low-level jet [7] . Therefore, a more detailed spatial resolution and a better inclusion of land surface and vegetation processes over northern South America in the current CMIP5 models are necessary to improve their ability to simulate this low-level jet, and consequently, improve their simulation of the seasonal precipitation over northern South America. On the other hand, previous studies have evaluated the simulations of the CLLJ by CMIP3 models [53] ; however, to our knowledge, the evaluation of the Choco jet by GCMs has not been widely addressed. Hence, the results presented here contribute to the evaluation of simulations of the seasonal precipitation over northern South America by the CMIP5 models, with focus on the local processes represented by the Choco jet. These results are a first exploration of the possible causes for the biases observed in the selected CMIP5 models simulations of the seasonal precipitation over northern South America and its interannual variability. A more detailed analysis of the different factors and mechanisms involved in these biases as well as a careful identification of the different particularities of the CMIP5 models related to such biases needs to be further addressed.
In summary, our results suggest that the models with a better representation of the oceanic ITCZ and the local lowlevel jets over northern South America (HadGEM2 models) are able to simulate the main features of seasonal precipitation variability over northern South America, which is a necessary condition in order to analyze their projections under a climate change scenario for this region. The latter is urgently required since northern South America has been recognized as one of the most vulnerable regions to be affected by climate change [17] . Therefore, the evaluation of climate change projections and its possible impacts on this region are a necessary path in order to formulate assertive adaptation and mitigation strategies in the region.
